### Ms. Nadine Ghosn’s Lesson Plans

**Week of: December 3 – 7**  
**Subject: Algebra 2 Prep**

**War-Up:** TAKS Packet pg. 9 # 1 – 5  
**Class work:** Review Homework (4.6)  
Unit 4 Packet 4.7 Notes pg. 13  
**Homework:** pg. 288 – 291 #3 – 7 odd, 13 – 21odd, 23 – 27 odd, 69, 70  
**Quiz Wednesday/Thursday 12/5 or 12/6 4.6**  
**Benchmark Test Friday 12/07!!!** |
|-------------|---------------------------------------------------------------------------------|----------------------------------|----------------------------------|
**War-Up:** TAKS Packet pg. 10 # 6 – 10  
**Class work:** Review Homework (4.7)  
Unit 4 Packet 4.7 Notes pg. 14  
**Homework:** pg. 288 – 289 #10, 11, 28 – 33, 35, 37, 41 – 49 odd, 51 – 55 odd  
**Quiz Wednesday/Thursday 12/5 or 12/6 4.6**  
**Benchmark Test Friday 12/07!!!** |
**War-Up:** TAKS Packet pg. 11 - 16  
**Class work:** **Quiz 4.6**  
Review Homework (4.7)  
Unit 4 Packet 4.8 Notes pg. 14  
**Homework:** pg. 296 – 299 #3 – 11 odd, 13 – 21odd, 31 – 39 odd, 49 – 54, 75, 76 (due Monday)  
Study for test!!! |
| F R I D A Y | **Objective:** TLW solve various TAKS style questions on objectives 5, 6, 8  
**War-Up:**  
**Class work:** **Test!!!!**  
**Homework:** pg. 296 – 299 #3 – 11 odd, 13 – 21odd, 31 – 39 odd, 49 – 54, 75, 76 |